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TT No.18: Steve Hardy – Thursday 22nd August 2019; Stone Outlanes v Canal 

Tavern; Pre-Season Friendly; Result: 3-1; Admission: Free; Programme: No; 

Attendance: 6 H/C 

Here is a starter question for you. What is the most difficult to find ground you 

have ever visited? My answer is this one! The match featured Uttoxeter & District 

Sunday League side Stone Outlanes against Coors Sunday League Stoke outfit Canal 

Tavern, and the venue was the Outlanes Sports Ground on Old Road in Stone, 

Staffordshire. A postcode was helpfully provided on the club’s Facebook page, so 

Sarah Satnav and I set off anticipating a very easy trip to north Stone. Trouble 

was, when we reached the said post-code, we were in the middle of nowhere on a 

narrow country lane with no room to turn around and a large tractor in front of us! 

Turns out that the area is so remote it doesn’t have its own postcode, so the one 

given had taken us to the general vicinity and we were on our own from there. 

Once we found the ground by following the equally lost match Referee, it turned 

out to be rather good. Two teams play there, with Stone Town being the other 

Sunday side using it, and it consists of a single pitch with an excellent changing 

room/clubhouse building in one corner. The pitch resembled a farmer’s field and 

meant any passing along the ground was doomed to failure, so every pass was 

hoofed up in the air as the ball just stopped dead when it fell. 

The match itself was very enjoyable, if a bit low on skill. Outlanes led 3-0 at half 

time with three almost identical free kicks beating the immobile Tavern keeper 

easily. The Cavern half time team talk suggested a move to a 4-5-1 formation 

would be better, and so it proved as they pulled a goal back on 53 minutes. With 

both teams tiring on the heavy pitch the game eventually fizzled out, but not 

before I had seen my first sin-binning. The geriatric ref let the game flow for most 

things, but he wouldn’t tolerate back chat. After sin-binning a Canal player for 

swearing at him, the player just didn’t stop, so after he told the Ref to F*** O**, 

the Ref told him he was now red carded and wasn’t to come back on. Quite right 

too. 

I am writing this article in my car, as Sarah and I still haven’t found out how to get 

out of Stone, and had to spend the night in the club car park, until help in the 

shape of a dog with a barrel of brandy around its neck turns up to help us. 
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